
Ruby Software Development Trainee
Level: Junior

Unifiedpost Group is a public listed company, with its headquarter in Brussels and offices all around Europe, whose
mission is to help customers simplify their business processes like invoicing, payments, financing, identity, through smart,
secure, and cloud-based digital platforms. The Romanian office opened in Timișoara in 2009. With a local team of over
150 software developers, business analysts, QA and support engineers, talented and passionate people are always
welcomed. Meet us!

As a Ruby Software Development trainee, you will learn:

● Ruby on Rails and related technologies;
● Setup your local environment, use GIT, regular expressions, metaprogramming, gems, client-server, HTTP, HTML,

CSS, JS, MVC, Bootstrap, ORM, migrations, authentication (currency, JWT), debugging, deployment;
● How to apply Agile concepts & work in a team.

You will need to:

● Be proactive, take ownership, focus on finding solutions for problems rather than finding problems, and think
about continuous improvement - always improve your tools and methods for yourself and your colleagues;

● Be an excellent communicator - English is our group’s common language, so excellent spoken and written English
is a must;

● Value team effort, be a team player;
● Always be curious about new technologies and development methods.

What you bring:

● Education [at least in progress] in Computer Science or comparable knowledge through professional experience;
● OOP knowledge in any programming language used for web development;
● Some notion of web development: HTML, HTTP, CSS, Javascript;
● Some knowledge of design patterns.

Bottom line
Everyone pays well in IT, so of course you get an excellent salary, benefits, including working from home. But we’re about
more than that:

● Responsibility and autonomy: making a difference in decision-making means you take on responsibility,
not just tasks;

● Challenges: we’re transforming the world of  business communications and transactions;
● Active involvement in a variety of IT & Agile communities, as well as national or international events;
● Active organizers of learning, social and fun events.

You can send your application to hr-romania@unifiedpost.com. We’ll treat it with care.


